Menominee Language 1
Class 2: Greetings, expressions, commands

1. Netāckem- I'm tired
2. Nekāwacem- I'm cold
3. Nemātacem- I woke up cold
4. Apes paec- I'll get by
5. Aenewaek taeh- so, so
6. Masēnahekan- paper or book
7. Atūtapikan- chair
8. Atūhpwan- Table
9. Nipiqtah- stand up, stand from sitting
10. Nēpowēnon-stand from laying
11. Apēnon- sit
12. Otāhpenah- pick it up
13. Aqtaw- set it, put it down
14. Nakāqtah- stop
15. Pemōhnaenon- walk